
 

 
 

REVISION: PHYSICS            23 SEPTEMBER 2014 

 
Lesson Description 

In this lesson we revise: 

 Introduction to Vectors & Scalars 

 What is Motion? 

 Graphs of Motion 

Introduction to Vectors & Scalars 

 
Improve your Skills 

Question 1 

Use arrows to represent the following vector quantities: 

a. A displacement of 5 m South East 
b. A displacement of 15 m on a bearing of 30° 
c. A velocity of 8 m.s

-1
 on a bearing of 200° 

Question 2 

Trevor’s car breaks down and he and Pete must push start it.  Lize steers the car while Trevor and 
Pete push the car. 

Trevor pushes with a force of 78 N while Pete pushes with a force of 63 N. 

a. Draw a sketch of the scenario, showing the forces as labelled arrows. 
b. What is the overall resultant force (resultant vector)? 
c. If there is a 50 N force of friction opposing the motion, what is the resultant force now? 

What is Motion? 

 
Improve your Skills 

Question 1 

Jonty cycles along a straight road at 20 km.h
-1

. 

Determine: 

a. His speed in m.s
-1

. 
b. His velocity in m.s

-1
. 

c. How far he travels in 15 s. 
d. How far he travels in 20 minutes.  Give your answer in km. 

Question 2 

A car, travelling east, accelerates from rest to 16 m.s
-1

 in 5 seconds.  It then travels at a constant 
velocity for 28 s, before applying the brakes to come to rest at another traffic light in a time of 9 s. 

Determine the car’s: 

a. Acceleration in the first 5 seconds. 
b. Displacement while it travelled at constant velocity. 
c. Acceleration during the last 9 seconds. 



 

 
 

Graphs of Motion 

 
Improve your Skills 

Question 1 

(Adapted from DBE Grade 10 Exemplar 2006) 

Car racing is very popular in South Africa. Many young people want to test the speed of their cars and 
meet regularly at racetracks.  

An oval racetrack has a lap distance of 2 000 m. The car has to complete 5 laps.  

 

a. What distance will the car have covered at the end of 5 laps?  
b. What will the displacement of the car be from the starting point after completing 5 laps? 

In one of the races a car has a running start. The timekeeper starts the stopwatch as the car passes 
the starting point. The results are shown in the table below.  

Number of laps Distance covered (m) Time (s) 

1 2000 55 

2 4000 110 

3 6000 165 

4 8000 275 

5 10 000 385 

c. Use the data to draw a distance vs time graph for the motion of the car for the 5 laps. 
Provide a suitable heading for your graph. Join your points with a straight line. 



 

 
 

 
 

d. Use your graph to determine how long the car took to complete 2,2 laps. Indicate on your 
graph how you obtained this value.  

e. Calculate the speed of the car during the first 100 s. 
f. Draw a sketch graph of the speed of the car vs time for the 5 laps. 

 


